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随后，建立两个 HMM 模型来尝试着模拟作曲家为旋律配伴奏的思维过程， 终



















































     Algorithmic Composition is a research area of Artificial Intelligence, and 
Harmonizing Melody is one of its branches. Here we regard melody harmonization 
with piano accompaniment as a machine learning task. After a series of existing 
samples consisting of melody with piano accompaniment are inputted for training, we 
construct a database collecting the meta-structures of piano accompaniment figures. 
Then, we build two HMMs to imitate composers harmonizing the melody music. At 
last, Viterbi Algorithm is used to harmonize the melody music with piano 
accompaniment. 
      A meta-structure of piano accompaniment figure is proposed in this article, 
which is translated from Original Piano Accompaniment Figure. In that meta-structure, 
the pitch information of the note is a variable, which will be determined by the places 
where it is used. Furthermore, meta-structure includes some special structures as 
note-group structure with single beat harmonic state transition, and some special 
harmonizing skill such as imitating and so on. All the characteristics above, make 
harmonizing using meta-structure of piano accompaniment figure agiler and varied. 
In addition, HMM on a Rhythm Contract Progression and HMM on a Modal 
Chord Progression are proposed to imitate the harmonizing process of composers. In 
the first HMM, rhythms of the melodic piece are regarded as the observations while 
rhythms of original piano accompaniment figures are regarded as the hidden states. In 
the second HMM, we regard optimal characteristic chords as the hidden states while 
K-tone-step modal scale character units are regarded as the observations. 
       We intend to design an Automatic Piano Accompaniment System. In the 
training process, we input a series of existing samples consisting of melody with 
piano accompaniment. Our System can translate the original piano accompaniment 
figures into meta-structure of piano accompaniment figures, and then store them into 
the database while revaluating the parameters of the two HMMs, finally form some 















Algorithm to select appropriate meta-structure of piano accompaniment figures from 
the database ,and generate piano accompaniment for a given melody according to the 
melody information and the piano accompaniment style. 
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